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The term “Physical Fitness” implies soundness of body organs such as heart and 
lung a human mechanism that perform efficiently under exercise or working 
conditions many aspects of training and pertinent to high state of physical fitness. 
This study helps to give good training method and also to know the high 
performance of the wrestlers. 

Methodology 

The selected subjects were belonging to Dharwad district region only and 50 
samples were selected for the present study, Study was delimited to 16- to 21- year 
male wrestlers. The main purpose of this study was to know significance difference 
between the mat & mud wrestlers physical fitness.  The 25 subject from Vyayamshala  
Dharwad and 25 subject from  Sports Authority of India  Dharwad men wrestlers 
were tested with following physical fitness test, 1) 30 mtrs flying start, 2) Push-ups (1 
minute), 3) Endurance (800 mtrs run). The collected data was statistically analyzed 
with mean, standard deviation and T-value test with the help of SPSS (21-v) software. 

Conclusion 

In this study we came to know that mat wrestlers have more Endurance and strength 
than the mud wrestlers, and in the speed components found no significant 
differences between the mat wrestler and mud wrestlers. Hence, 1st and 3rd 
hypothesis were accepted and second hypothesis was rejected.  
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Introduction 

 Wrestling is one of the oldest forms of combat sports. The origins of wrestling 
can be traced back to 15000 years through cave drawing France. Babylonian and 
Egyptian relicts show wrestlers using most of the holds known to the present day’s 
sports. In ancient Greece Wrestling occupied a prominent place in legend and 
literature. Wrestling competition, brutal in many aspects was the number one sports of 
the Olympic Games. The ancient Romans borrowed heavily from Greek wrestling, 
but eliminated much of its brutality.  Now a day’s wrestling is played on mat the rules 
of I.W.F will be applied here. Here the wrestlers should have played according to 
their weight. Wrestles have to play an event within time they have to appear in 
wrestling show and blue & red costume.  

 

 

Abstract 
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Purpose of the Study  

 The purpose of this study is to know the difference of Physical fitness between 
mud and mat wrestlers. 

Methodology 

 The main purpose of the study was to critically analyse the physical fitness of 
mat & mud wrestlers. In order to achieve the purpose selected from Dharwad district. 
The 25 vyayam shala and 25 SAI sports hostel men wrestlers were tested with the 
help of following tests. 

a) 30 mtr flying start 
b) Push-ups (1 minit) 
c) Endurance (800 mtr run) 

Data Analysis 

 The data collected from these test series were statistically analyzed to find the 
mean, standard deviation and ‘T’ value of selected physical fitness test. The SPSS 
(21-v) software was used to analyses the data. 

Results 

Table - 1. Mean and SD for Mat and Mud wrestlers 

 Endurance ( in sec ) Speed (in sec ) STRENGTH (1 min) 

Mat wrestler 235.27sec +-  20.63 5.05sec+- 0.36 74.27+- 10.82 

Mud wrestler 290.19sec +- 18.21 5.01sec +- 0.20 59.48 +- 6.23 
 

In this table it may be observed that mat wrestlers are having more endurance 
than mud wrestlers, Mat wrestlers are having more strength than mud wrestlers but 
there will be not much difference between speed score of mat and mud wrestler. 

Independent sample t-test 

Table -2. Scores of Endurance test for Mat and Mud wrestlers 

 T d f Sig (2-tailed) 

Equal variance assumed -9.24 41 .00* 

Equal variance not assumed -9.26 40.76 .00 

* Significant at α= 0.05 level (2-tailed) 

 From above table we may see that there is a significant difference between 
Endurance score of mat and mud wrestler from table no 1 we know mat wrestlers 
consumers less time to complete 800 meter’s than mud wrestlers so mat having good 
endurance than mud wrestlers 

Table -3. Scores of Speed test for Mat and Mud wrestlers 

 T d f Sig (2-tailed) 

Equal variance assumed 0.43 41 0.67 
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Equal variance not assumed 0.44 33.92 0.67 

* Significant at α= 0.05 level (2-tailed) 

From above table we may see that there is no significant differences between speed 
score of mat and mud wrestlers when we see Mean and SD table we came to know 
that there will be not much of difference in the speed mean scores of mud and mat 
wrestlers 

Table -4. Scores of Strength test for Mat and Mud wrestlers 

 T d f Sig (2-tailed) 

Equal variance assumed 5.46 41 .00* 

Equal variance not assumed 5.53 33.82 .00 

* Significant at α= 0.05 level (2-tailed) 

 From above table we may see that there is significant difference between 
strength score of mat and mud wrestlers, from mean and table we came to know that 
mat wrestlers pull their body more than mud wrestlers so mat wrestlers are having 
more strength than mud wrestlers. 

Discussion 

 In this study from statistical analysis we came to know that mat wrestlers are 
more Endurance and strength than mud wrestlers, but both are same in their speed, 
mat wrestlers need more endurance and strength to execute skills Every set in mat 
wrestling has two minutes In that short period he has to gain the points by attacking to 
opponents So lot of strength and endurance in needed to execute skills which will be 
compared to mud wrestlers, mud wrestling is played very slowly so not much of 
endurance and strength is needed to execute skills speed in needed for both the 
wrestlers so speed of both type of wrestlers remains all most same. 

Conclusion 

So from this we may conclude that mat wrestlers are having more endurance strength 
than mud wrestlers to execute the skills as quickly as possible to again points we find 
not much of speed differences is there between mud and mat wrestlers. 

Recommendations 

1. In this sample size will be limited to only 50 wrestlers so further more number of 
samples will be taken for study. 

2. This study will be limited to North Karnataka region. Such sample like state 
players, national and international players will be taken for study. 

3. Fitness components like agility, flexibility, explosive strength may be included in 
the study to check the overall fitness of the wrestlers.  
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